BVSD Graduation Requirements

Prepared for ______________________________
Date ________________________________

LANGUAGE ARTS
9th Gr. Language Arts (10) A ___ B ___
10th Gr. Language Arts (10) A ___ B ___
11th Gr. Language Arts (10) A ___ B ___
Communications (5) ______
LA Elective (5) ______

SOCIAL STUDIES
US Government (5) ______
World Geography (5) ______
World History (10) A ___ B ___
US History (10) A ___ B ___

MATHEMATICS
Algebra 1 or Beyond (10) A ___ B ___
Other Math (10) A ___ B ___

SCIENCE
Physical Science (10) A ___ B ___
Life Science (10) A ___ B ___
World Language (Lev. 2+) (10) A ___ B ___
Fine Arts (5) ______
PE (15) Waived ____ ___ ___ ___
Health (5) ______
Practical Arts (5) ______
Computer ______ (met)
Money Management _____ (met)

☐ 2021 & Beyond English Competency
☐ 2021 & Beyond Math Competency

Total Credits Required 220
Total Credits Earned - ______
Total Credits Remaining = ______

Notes:

2019-2020 MONARCH COURSES THAT MEET SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

Communications:
- L34 Public Speaking (1 sem)
- L35 Theater 1 (1 sem)
- L36 Theater 2 (1 sem)
- L46 Video & Film Production 1 (1 sem)
- L48 Video & Film Production 2 (1 sem)
- L88 AP Lit & Comp (1 Year)
- L100 Senior Lit & Comp (1 year)
- L108 Public Speaking (1 sem) FRCC
- LE4 or LE6 Newspaper 2 or 3
- LE10 Improvised Performance
- LE11 or LE12 Yearbook 2 or 3

LA Elective:
- L19 Creative Writing (1 sem)
- L60 Philosophy through Lit & Film (1 sem)
- L64 Science Fiction (1 sem)
- L68 Literature for Diverse Societies
- L80 Mythology (1 sem)
- L88 AP Lit & Comp (1 year)
- L100 Senior Lit & Comp (1 year)
- L107 English Composition (1 sem) pre-req AP Lang. FRCC
- L161 Comic & Graphic Novel Lit (1 sem)
- LE0 Film Lit (1 sem)
- LE1 Journalism Reporting (1 sem)
- LE2 or LE4 Newspaper 1 or 2
- LE7 or LE11 Yearbook 1 or 2

Practical Experience: Computer/Technology
- A110 Digital Art (1 Sem)
- B70 Technology in Business (1 sem)
- D77 Intro to C.S. Java (1 sem)
- D79 Intro to Cyber Security (1 sem)
- D86 C++ Programming (1 year)
- D87 Internet/Web App Design (1 sem)
- J25 Design Technology 1 (1 sem)
- J26 Design Technology 2 (1 sem)
- J31 Industrial Design 1 (1 sem)
- J34 Engineering CAD 2 (1 sem)
- J37 Robotics (1 sem)
- PA1, PA3, PA5, PA6 (Engineering Design new courses)
- L38 Stagecraft (1 sem)
- LE7, LE11, LE12 Yearbook
- LE2, LE4, LE6 Newspaper
- V45 Multimedia Design (CTE Boulder)
- V61 Computer Info. Systems (CTE Boulder)
- V63 Web & Gaming (CTE Boulder)
- Or courses taken in middle school – D06, D07, D08, D09, J20, J23, J24

Practical Experience: Money Manage & Personal Finance
- B32 Wealth Management (1 sem)
- B33 Principles of Business and Economics (HSB students only)
- B36 College Accounting (1 year)
- B37 Principles of Finance (1 sem)
- B81 Marketing 1 (1 year)
- T74 Economics (1 sem)
- T75 or T76 Macro or Micro Economics (1 sem each)
- Online educationscents course “Money 101” (fulfills grad requirement, NO credit earned)
  - Details in Counseling Office
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